
FOLLOW SAS EUROBONUS MEMBERS
EN ROUTE TO MYSTERY DESTINATION
Today marks a milestone for SAS EuroBonus members as SAS sets off with 180
passengers and crew onboard, starting the first "Destination Unknown" journey.

Earlier this year SAS introduced "Destination Unknown", a departure from traditional travel
norms inviting adventurous travelers to embrace spontaneity and the allure of the unknown on
their journey. The concept generated a massive interest and more than 1000 EuroBonus
members joined within minutes of hearing about it. In the end, 6070 members signed up before
it closed.

Seats on this unique flight, departing today April 5 at 09.25 AM from Copenhagen and returning
April 8, were sold exclusively to EuroBonus members, with bookings made using points only.
Additionally, SAS reserved six seats for a competition, attracting over 20,000 entries.

SAS wants to shake up travel by exploring the unknown, appealing to the adventurous spirit of
modern travelers yearning for fresh experiences, and presenting their loyal members with
innovative avenues for embarking on memorable journeys.

"The launch of "Destination Unknown" underscores SAS' commitment to innovation and
customer-centric offerings in the post-pandemic era. With “Destination Unknown” we're offering
our members an opportunity to embark on a journey of discovery, forging new trends and
setting a new travel standard,” says Paul Verhagen EVP & Chief Commercial Officer at SAS.

“The big interest in this concept has inspired us to consider integrating it into future travel
offerings, highlighting the importance of innovation in today's travel landscape. To many
travelers it’s not just the destination, but also the journey that matters,” Verhagen continues.

As the flight progresses towards its mystery destination today, SAS invites travelers to join the
conversation and follow the journey on social media using the hashtag #flysas.

The Destination Unknown tickets are all so-called biofuel tickets. Read more about SAS biofuel
tickets here: http://www.flysas.com/en/bio/

For more information, please contact:  
 SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to
destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values,
SAS aims to be the driving force in sustainable aviation and in the transition toward net zero
We are continuously reducing our carbon emissions through using more sustainable aviation fuel,
investing in new fuel-efficient aircraft and technology innovation together with partners – thereby
contributing towards the industry target of net zero CO2 emissions by 2050. In addition to flight
ns, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air cargo services. SAS is a
founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines offers a wide network
worldwide. 

http://www.flysas.com/en/bio/

